Tranås Energi choose Waystream
TRAMAN continues its fiber network expansion with access equipment from Waystream
TRAMAN is Tranås Energis’ city operator which is completely fiber based. For the ongoing fiber network expansion which will provide citizens of Tranås
with fast and reliable network, Traman has ordered access switch MS4000 from Waystream via Netnordic Solutions AB.
After evaluating the MS4000, we at Tranås Energi has come to the conclusion that the product is a good fit in our fiber network expansion and we look
forward to cooperating with Waystream and Netnordic Solutions says Per Berggren, head of city operator TRAMAN Tranås Energi AB.
MS4000 is a layer 2 Gigabit ethernet access switch designed to deliver robust and fast fiber access according to the future’s high demands. TRAMAN has
currently approximately 2000 connections.
The competition on our market is fierce and we are proud that Tranås Energi has come to the conclusion that Waystream is the best suited supplier
to equip the fiber network with access switches. The fiber network expansion is high paced in Tranås and we are looking forward to working together with
TRAMAN to supply the best possible preconditions for a fast and reliable network, says Mats Öberg, CEO Waystream.
Fiber is the fastest growing broadband technology in Sweden according to PTS (The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority) report “Swedish telecom market
first six months 2017”. The number of fiber subscriptions increased with 18 per cent during the first six months 2017 and totalled 2,16 million.
For more information, please contact:
Mats Öberg, VD Waystream
Mobile: +46 (0) 76 881 81 31
Email: mats.oberg@waystream.com
About Waystream
Waystream sells and designs advanced digital infrastructure including switches and routers. With our products and expertise, we help telecom operators
and service providers to offer reliable and user-centric network services with a high level of functionality. Our products are smart, easy to use and manage,
and designed to create the best possible experience for the end user.
The company is traded on the NASDAQ First North. Waystream’s Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB.

